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The field of Internet traffic classification has been growing fast recently. This growth is based on the increasing number of 

Internet users, and varieties of data intensive applications being used, such as video streaming and file sharing services. We 

have used an already implemented classification platform (Traffic Identification Engine - TIE) to implement ensemble 

classifiers and tried different configurations of classifiers, traffic features, and decision combiners in order to enhance 

classification accuracy. For this purpose, we gathered and analyzed anonymous traffic data with its corresponding ground 

truth to be used for the training and testing of the proposed methods.  

 

1. Introduction 

Traffic classification is a method for assigning classes to 

network flows based on features observed in the traffic. This 

field of research has gained a lot of attention recently for a 

number of reasons. Some of them are: (1) The explosion in the 

volume of data going through network nodes, and the 

proliferation of high speed internet access and the wide spread of 

data intensive applications, which created a need for Internet 

Service Providers to fine tune their network configurations in 

order to accommodate this amount of different traffic types and 

provide better quality of service for their customers; (2) The file 

sharing and copy right laws controversy between the file sharing 

community and the intellectual properties representatives [1];   

(3) The increase in the number and sophistication of network 

attacks, which motivated the search for better and smarter 

methods for mitigating these threats. 

In our paper, we propose a traffic classification method that 

uses multiple classifiers to achieve classification accuracy higher 

than each single classifier. We used a “mixture of experts” multi-

classifier system in which a separate classifier is trained to 

determine the participation of each classifier in the final 

classification decision. We will describe our proposed system 

and show our preliminary results. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After 

reviewing the related work in section 2, we will proceed to 

describe our method in section 3. In section 4, we will describe 

our data collection and the classification platform that was used. 

We discuss our results in section 5, and section 6 concludes the 

paper. 

 

2. Related work 

There are three main approaches to classify Internet traffic. 

Payload-based approach: In this method, the content of the 

packet’s payload (the section of the packet which contains the 

actual data generated by the user) is read and compared to a 

database of payload signatures in order to identify the application 

that generated the packet. This method produces highly accurate 

classification, but it is very computationally expensive, and 

requires access to the payload, which is not permitted in most of 

practical scenarios, as it would be an invasion of privacy. 

Nonetheless, this method is a very good tool to generate ground 

truth data which is used to train other classification algorithms. 

Port-Based approach: This method assumes that each port is 

associated with one protocol or application. The classification is 

done by reading the port number in the packet header, and 

looking it up in a list of commonly used port numbers (such as 

IANA list of assigned port numbers [10]). The port-based 

method has been proven to be unreliable [6], due to a substantial 

number of applications using ports different from their registered 

ports, or using random ports not registered in the IANA registry, 

and in some cases, IP layer encryption is applied to the TCP 

header, rendering it impossible to read the port numbers. 

Statistical features approach: This method uses machine 

learning algorithms such as SVMs, neural networks, decision 

trees or any different machine learning techniques to classify 

network traffic using as input, statistical features of  the traffic 

flows, such as the number of packets, packet sizes, inter arrival 

time and flow duration. Extensive literature has been produced 

applying machine learning and data mining techniques to classify 

Internet traffic data. Nguyen et al. [2] categorizes and reviews 

these studies in term of the choice of machine learning 

algorithms implemented, and contribution to the field. 

A recent trend in the literature is a multi-classifier approach, in 

which the premise is that, by combining the results of different 

base classifiers, we might obtain better classification accuracy. 

The assumption is that the consensus of a set of classifiers would 

compensate for the shortcomings of one single classifier [7]. In 

[5] Dainotti et al. implemented a multi-classifier system in which 

several classification algorithm were used in parallel, and their 

results were combined using different combination algorithms 

such as majority voting, Naïve Bayes and  Dempster-Schafer 

combiner. Their paper concludes that this approach can possibly 

enhance both classification accuracy and early classification of 

the traffic flows. 

The methods mentioned above rely on combining the 

classification decision of different classifiers to come to the final 

decision i.e. classifier fusion. In this paper, we instead propose 

another multi-classifier approach, using classifier selection 

instead of classifier fusion. 
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3. Method 

There are two main strategies in combining classifiers: fusion 

and selection [3]. In classifier fusion, each ensemble member is 

supposed to have knowledge of the whole feature space. Whereas 

in classifier selection, each ensemble member is supposed to 

know well a part of the feature space and be responsible for 

objects in this part. This can particularly useful in traffic 

classification where not all classifiers work well with all of the 

features. That means that we have to identify the subset of 

features that can identify which classifier performs better on the 

given data. 

In our study, we used an ensemble method called mixture of 

experts. In this method we make use of a separate classifier, 

which determines the participation of the experts (classifiers) in 

the final classification decision. Figure 1 illustrates basic 

structure of the model we used.  

Fig. 1 Basic Structure of Mixture of Experts System [3] 

 

X  is the flow features.  

D1,D2…DL  are the base classifiers. 

P1,P2…PL  are the weights generated by the gaiting network.   

The gaiting network that we used is a simple perceptron that 

takes as input the sizes of the first 20 packets of the flow, and 

then produces output as the weights P1… PL. The selector 

chooses the classifier using the weights and a selection strategy. 

In our experiment we used “winner-takes-all”, where the selector 

chooses the classifier with the highest weight and discards the 

rest. 

4. Data set and classification platform 

4.1 Data set collection 

We collected our dataset in a home Ethernet network during 

the span of 4 days. The traffic trace’s size was 12.4 GB. The 

trace consisted of 17 million packets and over 180k biflows (bi-

directional traffic flows between two ip addresses generated by 

the same application). Figure 2 shows the data collection setup.  

We used TCPDUMP [9] utility to capture traffic at the 

Ethernet port and dump it into 10 minutes long traces. These 

traces would be classified using a deep packet inspection (DPI) 

classifier using the TIE platform [4] with only the L7 plugin [8] 

enabled. After that, the trace is anonymized using TCPANON 

[11].  

Fig. 2  Data Collection Set up 

 

This anonymized trace is then used as training data for the 

multi-classification system, and the DPI classification results are 

used as the corresponding ground truth data. Figure 3 illustrates 

the data set compiling set up. 

 

Fig. 3  Data set compiling set up 

 

After compiling the training data and ground truth for each 10 

minutes trace, we delete the original trace thus leaving no 

personal data in storage. Table 1 shows the traffic breakdown in 

the data set. 

Table 1 Data set traffic breakdown 

4.2 Classification platform  

We use in our study a classification tool called Traffic 

Identification Engine (TIE) [4]. This platform allows for fair 

evaluation and comparison of different techniques. It is a 

modular multi-classifier system that allows for flexibility in 

implementing classifiers and decision combination strategies.  
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We exported classification features from TIE into ARFF files 

compatible with WEKA platform [12], which is a suite of 

already implemented general purpose machine learning 

algorithms. Classification results from each classifier are then 

returned to TIE and combined using our newly implemented 

decision combiner using the “mixture of experts” classifier 

selection method. Figure 4 outlines the structure of TIE, 

combined with WEKA platform. 

Fig 4  Structure of the classification set up 

5. Results 

In our study, we split the data into three sets.  

1. First set is used to train the base classifiers (20%). 

2. Second set is used to train the gaiting network (20%). 

3. Third set is used as a test set (60%).  

 

We use four base classifiers. Three general purpose classifiers 

implemented in in WEKA: J48 Decision Tree(J48), K-Nearest 

Neighbor(KNN), and Naïve Bayes(NBAY). We also used a Port-

based approach classifier (PORT) implemented in TIE. As a 

multi-classifier system, we used three decision combination 

strategies implemented in TIE: majority voting (MV), Naïve 

Bayes (NB) and Wernecke’s method (WER). We compared the 

performance of those combiners to our proposed mix of experts 

(M.O.E) strategy. The results are in Table 5.1. 

 

Table 2  Decision combiners overall accuracy 

 

The best performing combiner was Wernecke’s method, but 

our method has outperformed both Majority voting and Naïve 

Bayes. We believe that our method could have performed better 

than Wernecke’s method with a different choice of base 

classifiers and input features. We plan to extend our experiment 

by trying different configuration of classifiers and features, and 

also inspect the effects of our proposed method on the early 

classification of flows. 

6. Conclusion 

In this work we have presented a new decision combination 

method for Internet traffic classification. The new method uses 

classifier selection instead of classifier fusion in order to enhance 

the overall accuracy of the base classifiers. 
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